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Abstract 
 

The wireless body area networks (WBANs) consist of wearable computing devices and can support 
various healthcare-related applications. There exist two crucial issues when WBANs are utilized for 
healthcare applications. One is the protection of the sensitive biometric data transmitted over the 
insecure wireless channels. The other is the design of effective medical management mechanisms. In 
this paper, a secure medical information management system is proposed and implemented on a 
TinyOS-based WBAN test bed to simultaneously address these two issues. In this system, the 
electronic medical record (EMR) is bound to the biometric data with a novel fragile zero-
watermarking scheme based on the modified visual secret sharing (MVSS). In this manner, the EMR 
can be utilized not only for medical management but also for data integrity checking. Additionally, 
both the biometric data and the EMR are encrypted, and the EMR is further protected by the MVSS. 
Our analysis and experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system not only protects the 
confidentialities of both the biometric data and the EMR but also offers reliable patient information 
authentication, explicit healthcare operation verification and undeniable doctor liability identification 
for WBANs. 
 
 
Keywords: Wireless body area network, electronic medical record, secure medical information 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless body area networks (WBANs) consist of small wearable or implantable sensors 
on, near, or in a human body. By collecting vital sign parameters and activities from a human 
body, WBANs can enable continuous health monitoring and provide portable, real-time and 
ubiquitous healthcare services, and offer numerous practical and innovative applications to 
improve healthcare quality [1-9]. The security of WBANs is critical for those healthcare 
applications because the sensitive biometric data have to be exchanged over insecure 
networks. Moreover, medical management is an important issue for all the healthcare 
applications. Therefore, the design of effective medical management mechanisms for 
WBANs is also indispensable. 

The primary security threats to a healthcare system over WBANs include eavesdropping, 
data modification and impersonation attack [10-11]. Some secure protection methods, such 
as encryptions, integrity authentications [12-13], sensor node authentications [14-18] and 
secure key managements [19-23] have been developed to defend against these threats. Those 
approaches can partially deal with those security threats over WBANs, but few of them 
draws attention to the medical management issue and includes effective medical 
management mechanisms with secure protections simultaneously. As mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph, it is better to simultaneously address the security and the medical 
management issues in WBANs for healthcare applications. Therefore, there is still plenty of 
room for improvement.  

In medical management, patient information authentication, healthcare operation 
verification and doctor liability identification are the important areas in need of research. The 
applications of WBANs can draw lessons from the existing approaches [24-27] for medical 
image applications, in which the electronic medical record (EMR) containing prime 
healthcare information is directly embedded into a medical image by watermarking schemes 
for patient authentication and data integrity check. However, the watermarking schemes 
cannot be directly applied to the healthcare applications over the WBANs for two reasons. 
Firstly, most of those schemes [24, 26-27] will unavoidably modify the watermark carriers in 
order to embed the EMR. However, as the watermark carriers in WBANs are sensitive 
biometric data and must not be modified, the lossless watermarking scheme has to be used 
for WBANs. Secondly, because the sizes of typical biometric data are much smaller than 
those of medical images, the watermark embedding capacity would be insufficient for hiding 
the EMR.  

Recently, zero-watermarking algorithms [28-30] have attracted much attention. Rather 
than directly embedding information into watermark carriers as traditional watermarking 
algorithms do, a master share and an ownership share are generated according to the visual 
secret sharing [31] (VSS) to bind the information with the watermark carriers in those 
methods. Although those methods were originally designed for copyright protection 
applications, they have the potential to be applied in WBANs due to the following four 
advantages. Firstly, the watermark carriers are not modified for hiding the watermark. 
Secondly, there is no limitation of watermark embedding capacity. Thirdly, the 
computational cost of shares generation according to the VSS is low. Lastly, the utilization 
of the VSS can further enhance the protection of data confidentiality since the VSS is similar 
to a method of encryption. 
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In this paper, we propose a secure medical information management system (SMIMS) for 
WBANs. The key points of our work are as follows: 

1) The system is innovatively designed, to simultaneously address the issues of security 
and medical management for WBANs, and the EMR is utilized to authenticate the 
patient information, verify the healthcare operation and identify the doctor liability.   

2) A novel fragile zero-watermarking scheme based on the modified visual secret 
sharing (MVSS) is proposed, in which the EMR is used as the watermark information 
and strictly bound to the biometric data. In this manner, the medical management 
based on the EMR is reliable and undeniable and the EMR can be utilized to check 
the authenticity and integrity of biometric data because the proposed zero-
watermarking scheme is fragile. 

3) The benefits of the robust zero-watermarking schemes are inherited by the proposed 
fragile zero-watermarking scheme. Therefore, the proposed scheme is suitable for 
WBANs. 

4) The confidentialities of both the biometric data and its bound EMR are well protected 
in our proposed SMIMS 

5) The proposed SMIMS is implemented on a TinyOS-based WBAN test bed rather than 
merely emulated on a PC. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our proposed SMIMS for 
WBANs is described in detail. The performance of the proposed SMIMS is analyzed in 
Section 3, and the experiment results are shown in Section 4. Finally the conclusions of the 
paper are given in Section 5. 

2. Proposed Secure Medical Information Management System (SMIMS) 
for WBANs 

The architecture of the SMIMS is shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the SMIMS. 
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The biometric information is collected by the on-body sensor mote and transmitted 
securely with the EMR to the base station over WBANs. The patient information, the 
healthcare operation information and the integrity of biometric data are authenticated at the 
base station, which is connected to databases for medical managements and further 
healthcare applications. If they are all correctly authenticated, the crucial data are stored in 
databases. The assumptions and the details of the SMIMS are illustrated as follows. 

2.1 The assumptions of the SMIMS. 
In this paper, the following assumptions are made:  
1) The deployment of sensors with the pre-stored information to the patient is secure. 

There is no error of pre-stored information.  
2) We are primarily concerned with the three threats resulting from the wireless channel, 

which are data eavesdropping, data modification and impersonation attack. 
3) The symmetric keys have been previously distributed, and we mainly focus on the 

processes after the key management and establishment.  
4) As another reference for security in WBANs [17], there is a secure storage in the 

sensor mote and the critical information stored in the storage will not leak even if it is 
physically captured by an unauthorized person. 

2.2 Modified VSS 
In this section, the concepts of the VSS and modified VSS are illustrated to facilitate the 
description of the system procedures in Section 2.3. 

The (m, n) VSS (where m ≤ n) was proposed by Naor and Shamir [31]. In this scheme, a 
binary image is split into n shares, and can be reconstructed from l shares when l ≥ m, 
otherwise the image cannot be reconstructed. The (2, 2) VSS is a typical VSS, in which a 
white pixel is split into two identical shares whereas a black pixel into two complementary shares 
as shown in Table 1. The white pixel represents the bit ‘1’, and the black pixel represents the 
bit ‘0’. 

Table 1. Original (2, 2) VSS 

Pixel value 1(white pixel) 0(black pixel) 

Master share               

Ownership share               

Stack result               
 
The pixel expansion will occur during the share splitting process in the original (2, 2) VSS 

[31], i.e., the size of the shared information is 2×2 times larger than the original information.  
Take a bit ‘1’ for example, its shared information should be 4 bits vectors such as ‘0,1,1,0’ or 
‘1,0,0,1’ when the VSS is utilized in WBANs. Considering the limited bandwidth in 
WBANs, the pixel expansion is unacceptable. 

To solve this problem, Surekha [29] proposed the modified (2, 2) VSS scheme (MVSS), in 
which the share splitting and stacking process are designed based on the EXCLUSIVE-OR 
function as shown in Table 2. In this manner, no pixel expansion will occur, and thus the 
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sizes of the shared and the original information are exactly the same. The MVSS is more 
suitable for WBANs because of the limited bandwidth.   

Table 2. Modified (2, 2) VSS 

Pixel value 1(white pixel) 0(black pixel) 

Master share 
             

Ownership share 
                

Stack result 
                 

 

Utilizing the MVSS can solve the problem of pixel expansion, but the shared information 
generated from the identical original information would be identical and does not hide 
information patterns well. Essentially, it does not provide strict data confidentiality. To 
overcome this drawback, we draw lessons from the Counter Mode of Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES-CTR) and propose a novel fragile zero-watermarking scheme based on the 
MVSS with AES-CTR. With this method, the EMR is bound to the biometric data and their 
confidentialities are enhanced. 

2.3 The procedures of the SMIMS 
The SMIMS consists of three phases: the Pre-deploy phase, the EMR sharing phase, and 

the EMR identification phase. Firstly, The EMR is stored in the secure storages of the on-
body sensor and base station in the Pre-deploy phase. Then, the ownership share of the EMR 
is generated, and the original biometric information is encrypted in the EMR sharing phase. 
Both of them are transmitted to base station as payloads of packets. Finally, the original 
biometric information is decrypted and the EMR is recovered in the EMR identification 
phase. The detailed procedures are described as follows. 

2.3.1 Pre-deploy phase: 
The Pre-deploy phase is executed before the EMR sharing and the EMR identification 

phase, in which the m bytes EMR W is pre-stored into the secure storages of the sensor mote 
and base station. The EMR cannot be changed in any subsequent phases after it is pre-bound 
to sensor mote and base station.  

2.3.2 EMR sharing phase: 
After the Pre-deploy phase is finished, the EMR sharing phase is executed. The block 

diagram of the EMR sharing phase is shown as Fig. 2, and its detailed steps are illustrated 
below: 

1) Encrypt the original biometric information P into the cipher text S utilizing the AES-
CTR encryption as shown in equ.1 

( , );L E k C
S L P
=
= ⊕

                                                    (1) 

where k is the symmetric keys which have been previously distributed, E(.) is the 
encryption of the Electronic Codebook Mode of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-
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ECB), C is constructed with the 15 bytes nonce and the 1 byte counter, and L is the 
cipher text of C. Once the lengths of P and L are different, perform EXCLUSIVE-OR 
operation iteratively.  

2) Perform the SHA-1 function on the original biometric information P and get the 20 
bytes hashed vector V. 

-1( || )V SHA k P=                                                  (2) 

where SHA-1 (.) is the SHA-1 function and || is the concatenation operator. 
3) Split the 20 bytes vector V into two 10 bytes vectors. Then, combine the two 10 bytes 

vectors with the last 5 bytes of the nonce and the 1 byte counter used in the AES-CTR 
process to form two new 16 bytes data. Finally, melt them into a 32 bytes data F. 
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the EMR sharing phase. 

4) Perform the AES-ECB encryption on F to generate a 32 bytes master share M. The 
master shares M generated with identical biometric information will be different 
thereby enhancing the data confidentiality. 

                                   ( , )M E k F=                                                        (3) 
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5) Construct an ownership share O from M and the EMR W according to the modified 
VSS. Once the lengths of M and W are different, perform the EXCLUSIVE-OR 
operation iteratively. 

                                                                    (4) 

6) Transmit the packet including the 15 bytes nonce, the 1 byte counter, the encrypted 
original biometric information S, and the generated ownership share O to the base 
station. 

2.3.3 EMR identification phase：     
After the transmitted packet is received, the EMR identification phase is executed. The 

block diagram of the EMR identification phase is shown as Fig. 3, and its detailed steps are 
described below: 
 

 
Fig. 3. The block diagram of the EMR identification phase. 

1) Decrypt the encrypted information S to recover the original biometric information P as 
shown in Eq.(5). 

                                                   (5) 

where k is the symmetric keys which have been previously distributed, E (.) is the AES-
ECB encryption, C is the received 15 bytes of the nonce and the 1 byte counter and L is
 the cipher text of C. 

2) Perform the SHA-1 function on the original biometric information and get the hashed 
vector V. 

3) Split the binary vector V into two 10 bytes vectors and combine them with the last 5 
bytes of nonce and the 1 byte counter to form a 32 bytes data F. 
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4) Perform the AES-ECB encryption on F to generate the 32 bytes master share M. 
5) Recover the EMR W from the master share M and its relevant ownership-share O, 

according to the modified VSS. Once the lengths of M and O are different, perform 
EXCLUSIVE-OR operation iteratively. 

W M O= ⊕                                                                     (6) 

6) Compare the recovered EMR with the pre-stored one to check the integrity of 
biometric information and the authenticities of patient and healthcare operation 
information. 

7) If the patient information, the healthcare operation information and the integrity of 
biometric data are all correctly authenticated, the biometric information P is stored into 
a medical information database for further medical applications. Additionally, its 
relevant ownership-share O, the last 5 bytes of the nonce and the 1 byte counter are 
also needed to be stored in a medical management database to enable the recovery of 
the EMR for patient information rechecking, healthcare operation verification and 
doctor liability identification. 

8) The access of the medical management database is denied unless the recovery of EMR 
is needed.  

3. System Analysis 
The performances of the security function, medical management function and system 
practicability are analyzed as follows. 

3.1 Analysis of security function  
Table 3. The protection mechanisms for different types of attacks 

The type of attack The protection mechanism 

Eavesdropping MVSS, AES-CTR encryption 

Modification MVSS, AES-CTR encryption, 
EMR authentication 

Impersonation attack MVSS, AES-CTR encryption, 
EMR authentication 

 

The protection mechanisms of the SMIMS against different types of attacks are 
summarized in Table 3, and the details of analyses for each type of attack are illustrated 
below. 

3.1.1 Threats of Eavesdropping 
1) Biometric data 
The biometric data are protected by AES-CTR encryption. Therefore, no one can obtain 

the genuine plaintext without the correct key.  
2) EMR 
Due to the utilization of the MVSS, the mere plaintext of ownership share does not 

contain any EMR, and the EMR can be eavesdropped only if the attackers obtain both the 
ownership share and its relevant master share. In addition, the master share can only be 
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obtained by the hash of biometric data which is well protected by the AES-CTR encryption. 
Therefore, the confidentiality of the EMR is guaranteed.  

3.1.2 Threats of data modification 
1) Biometric data 
The hash value V of the biometric data will be completely different even if the biometric 

data are merely changed by one bit. Therefore, the master shares M generated by encrypting 
V will also be completely different, leading to a completely different recovered EMR.  

2) Ownership share 
If the ownership share is modified, the EMR recovered according to the MVSS will be 

different from the pre-stored one.  
3) Nonce and counter 
If either the nonce or the counter is modified, the decryption of the biometric data will fail, 

and the hash value V of the decrypted biometric data will be completely wrong and thus the 
EMR recovered by the MVSS will be different from the pre-stored one. 

As summarized in Table 4, due to the utilization of the fragile zero-watermarking based on 
the MVSS with AES-CTR encryption, any modification will lead to a wrongly recovered 
EMR and thus the data modification can be reliably inspected by the EMR authentication. 

 
Table 4. The effects of data modifications 

 

Type of attack Decrypted 
biometric data 

Ownership 
share 

Recovered 
EMR 

EMR 
authentication 

Modify the cipher 
text of the 

biometric data 
Wrong Not changed Wrong Fail 

Modify the 
ownership share Correct Changed Wrong Fail 

Modify the nonce 
and counter Wrong Not changed Wrong Fail 

3.1.3 Threats of impersonation attack 
It is hard to forge the EMR because it is pre-stored in a secure environment and protected by 
the AES-CTR encryption and MVSS during the transmission. The rate of a successful 
impersonation of the correct EMR is merely (1/256)m, of which the value is extremely small 
when the m is large, where m is the length of the EMR. Therefore, the threats of 
impersonation attack can be prevented by comparing the recovered EMR with the pre-stored 
one. 

3.2 Analysis of medical management function 
To satisfy the requirement of medical management, the EMR can be recovered by using the 
biometric data and the relevant ownership share stored in the databases. Because the EMR is 
pre-stored inside the sensors in Pre-deploy phase and no one can modify this information 
subsequently, the patient and healthcare operation information can be authenticated or 
rechecked reliably by the EMR. Additionally, since the EMR is strictly bound to the hash 
value of biometric data and the probability of hash collision is close to zero, the 
identification of doctor liability based on the EMR is undeniable. 
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3.3 Analysis of practicability：  
1) High-efficiency 
The computational complexity of the SMIMS is analyzed to demonstrate its efficiency.  
For the Pre-deploy phase, its computational complexity is insignificant compared with the 

other two phases because the phase is executed once while the other two phases are executed 
many times in one healthcare operation.  

For the EMR sharing phase, one sharing procedure includes the generation of a random 
number, a SHA-1 function for the biometric data P, an AES encryption of the 15 bytes nonce 
with the 1 byte counter, an AES encryption of the 32 bytes combined vector F and a 
calculation of the MVSS. The computational complexity of the MVSS function 
(EXCLUSIVE-OR operations) is insignificant and thus the computational complexities of 
other functions are mainly discussed here. It is assumed that the length of biometric data is l 
bytes without loss of generality. Firstly, in order to calculate the SHA-1 value, the biometric 
data are divided into ⌈l×8/512⌉ blocks and each block is iterated for 80 rounds, where ⌈.⌉ is 
the top integral function. In each round, 66 SHIFT operations, 272 EXCLUSIVE-OR 
operations, 20 NOT operations, 100 bitwise AND operations and 60 bitwise OR operations 
are executed. All of those operations are simple and do not lead to a high computational 
complexity. Secondly, it requires 160 MULTIPLY-ADD operations and 120 EXCLUSIVE-
OR operations for encrypting each 16 bytes of data. In addition, all the AES encryptions are 
implemented based on hardware to further reduce their computational complexity. Finally, it 
calls the built-in library functions of nesC for the generation of random numbers. Based on 
the above analyses, the computational complexity of one sharing procedure is demonstrated 
to be low.  

For the EMR identification phase, one identification procedure includes a SHA-1 function 
for the biometric data P,  an AES encryption of the 15 bytes nonce with the 1 byte counter, 
an AES encryption of the 32 bytes combined vector F, a calculation of the MVSS and the 
authentication of EMR, which is similar to one sharing procedure. Therefore, the 
computational complexity of one identification procedure is also low.  

2) User-friendliness 
Because the recovered EMR contains the prime information of the healthcare operation, 

such as the personal information of patients, the healthcare operation ID and the doctor ID, 
the patient information authentication, the healthcare operation verification and the doctor 
liability identification can be executed conveniently and concisely. It indicates that our 
proposed system is user-friendly. 

3) Convenience 
In the SMIMS, our modules are implemented in the on-body sensors and the medical 

databases, without incurring any additional hardware cost. 

4. Experiment Results  

4.1 Establishment of experiments 
The proposed scheme is implemented on a WBAN test bed based on TinyOS 2.x using nesC 
programming language. A MicaZ sensor node, developed by Crossbow Technology [32], is 
adopted as the sensor mote on an adult body. The sensor node consists of an ATmega128L 
microcontroller, a 2.4 GHz CC2420 RF transceiver, a 4KB Random-Access Memory (RAM) 
and a 128KB Read-Only Memory (ROM). A gateway node receives the data from the sensor 
mote and is connected to a PC for data visualization and analysis. The on-body sensor 
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executes the EMR sharing phase while the EMR identification phase is carried out on the 
gateway node. The sensor developed by Sparkfun [33] is utilized to gain real pulse data in 
our experiments. An EMR, with a length of 32 bytes, is designed for testing as shown in Fig. 
4. The EMR includes 4 bytes of patient ID, 1 byte of patient information, 4 bytes of doctor 
ID, 3 bytes of healthcare operation ID and 20 bytes of note for healthcare operation.  
 

A 32 bytes EMR

1 bit of patient gender  7 bits of patient age

4 bytes of doctor ID 3 bytes of health 
operation ID

1 byte of patient 
information

4 bytes of patient 
ID

20 bytes of note for 
health operation 

 
 

Fig. 4. The EMR designed for testing 
 

The 4 bytes of patient and doctor ID can represent 232, i.e., more than 4 billion different 
patients and doctors, and the 3 bytes of healthcare operation ID can represent 224, i.e., more 
than 16 million different types of health operations, which are sufficient for the requirements 
of a majority healthcare applications. The 1 byte of patient information is constructed by 1 
bit of patient gender information and 7 bits of patient age information which can represent 
the patients aged from 0 to 127. The designed EMR contains the prime information to 
authenticate the patient information, to verify the healthcare operation and identify the doctor 
liability concisely. In addition, the length of the EMR can be extended and the structure of 
the EMR can also be transformed according to different requirements of healthcare 
applications. 

In the following sections, the performances of the SMIMS are tested, including the 
security issue, memory consumption and computation cost. 

4.2 Test of security issue 
In this section, the security performance of the SMIMS is tested. Firstly, the effectiveness of 
data confidentiality protection is evaluated, and the relevant data are represented in 
hexadecimal in Table 5.   
 

Table 5. The effectiveness of data confidentiality protection 

Counter Plaintext of 
biometric data  

Cipher text of 
biometric data EMR Ownership share 

1 

029F02BD 
02F70345 
038E03B1 
03A50371 

7F605C36 
E5282D3E 
16139E5FF 
C6AD749 

0000000167000000 
0E00000A00000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 

3D2407D35AC4C642 
0D43032FEE243C28 
9FE90F77AF1C010B 
62C57F69F309AD80 

2 

029F02BD 
02F70345 
038E03B1 
03A50371 

07D6B4A1 
082DE3F4 
28CD7D8B 
885A3FE7 

0000000167000000 
0E00000A00000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 

56F7C617B37B7F15 
F50BF0D32B0B2B2D 
BB2AE50AD228EE74 
DC0400FC01F0A3A3 

 

Table 5 shows that the cipher texts of biometric data are completely different from their 
plaintexts and the identical biometric data are encrypted into different ciphers due to 
applying of AES-CTR encryption. In addition, by utilizing AES-CTR encryption and the 
MVSS, the mere ownership shares contain no information about the EMR and are 
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completely different even when they are generated from the identical biometric information 
with the identical EMR. Therefore, the confidentialities of the biometric data and EMR are 
significantly protected in the SMIMS.  

Then, 4 types of different attacks are performed in the WBANs, including randomly 
modifying one bit of biometric data, ownership share, nonce or counter and randomly forge 
an EMR. For each type of attack, the EMRs of 1000 attacked samples are authenticated and 
all of these fail.  

The results are consistent with our analysis given in Section 3.1 and indicate that the 
threats of data modification and impersonation attack can be detected and prevented in the 
SMIMS. 

 4.3 Test of memory consumption  
In this section, the memory consumptions of SMIMS are examined and compared with those 
of the system without security or medical management function whilst the lengths of 
biometric data are set to different values. The results are shown in Figs 5-6.  
 

 
   (a)                                                                         (b) 

Fig. 5. Memory consumption on the sensor mote: a) RAM consumption, b) ROM consumption 
 

 
   (a)                                                                         (b) 

Fig. 6. Memory consumption on the base station: a) RAM consumption, b) ROM consumption 

It can be observed from Figs 5-6 that the RAM consumption rates of our SMIMS are less 
than 50%, which is 2048 bytes, and the ROM consuming rates are even lower. Moreover, 
Figs 5-6 show that the memory consumptions remain almost unchanged when the length of 
biometric data increases. Additionally, these two figures demonstrate that the differences 
between the memory consumptions of the SMIMS and those of the system without any 
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security or medical management function are very small, at less than 250 bytes in RAM and 
9000 bytes in ROM.  

It is demonstrated that the memory consumptions of all the security and medical 
management processes are quite low and that the memory consumption of the whole SMIMS 
is acceptable based on the above results. 

4.4 Test of computation cost 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Execution time: a) EMR sharing processes, b) EMR identification processes 
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The computation cost of the SMIMS includes 3 parts: the execution time of the EMR pre-
writing, the EMR sharing and the EMR identification processes.  

In this section, the execution time of the EMR pre-writing is tested first, and requires only 
9.568 ms. Additionally, the pre-writing of the EMR is needed only once for one healthcare 
operation, its execution time is negligible compared to those of EMR sharing and 
identification processes since they are executed many times in one healthcare operation.  

Then, the execution times of the EMR sharing and identification processes are examined 
in detail by testing 1000 packets. The results are shown in Fig. 7, in which the AES-CTR 
indicates the encryption function of the 15 bytes nonce with the 1 byte counter and the MIX-
CTR indicates the encryption function of the 32 bytes combined vector F. 

Fig. 7 shows that the SHA-1 function requires the longest execution time at approximately 
9 ms. Moreover, the EMR sharing process has a maximum execution time of 11.91 ms and 
an average time of 11.88 ms, and the EMR identification process has a maximum time of 
11.42 ms and an average time of 11.35 ms. All of these are negligible, which is consistent 
with our analysis given in Section 3.3 and indicates that the proposed SMIMS is of high-
efficiency. 

Section 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate that the SMIMS is suitable for WBANs in terms of memory 
consumption and computation cost. 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a secure medical information management system for WBANs is proposed and 
implemented on a TinyOS-based test bed to simultaneously address the issues of security 
and medical management. Our analysis and experimental results have demonstrated that the 
proposed SMIMS possesses the following merits: the patient and healthcare operation 
information can be authenticated reliably and explicitly; the doctor liability can be identified 
without repudiation; the data modification or impersonation attack can be explicitly 
identified according to the recovered EMR; the data confidentiality is well protected by 
using the AES-CTR encryption and the MVSS; and both the memory consumption and 
computation cost of the proposed system are low, indicating that the SMIMS is suitable for 
WBANs with strict resource constraints. 
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